THANK YOU, DONORS!

DC Central Kitchen is grateful for the thousands of financial supporters, partners, and volunteers who make our work possible every year through their generous gifts of time and resources. We are honored to recognize many of these contributions here. We give special thanks to donors who are highlighted using the following symbols:

★ AMBASSADORS: Individuals and family foundations giving over $10,000 annually

♦ ADVOCATES: Individuals and family foundations giving over $5,000 annually

● CHAMPIONS: Individuals and family foundations giving over $2,500 annually

∞ RECURRING DONORS: Individuals making a monthly or quarterly investment in our work

+ LEGACY OF CHANGE SOCIETY: Individuals who have included us in their estate plans

■ BRINGING THE KITCHEN HOME: Individuals who have contributed to our campaign for a new headquarters

Donors who gave over $1,000 in fiscal year 2021 (July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021)

$250,000 AND ABOVE
Charina Endowment Fund ★
Lisa and Sean Creamer ★ ★
DC Health
Lois & Richard England Family Foundation ★★
The Philip L. Graham Fund ★
Michael Klein and Joan Fabry ★
J. Willard and Alice S. Marriott Foundation ★
Craig Newmark Philanthropic Fund ★
Ed and Kathy Quinn ★
Share Fund ★
F. Chapman and Grace Taylor ★ ★
Workforce Investment Council (WIC) ★

$50,000 – $249,999
A. James & Alice B. Clark Foundation ★
Amazon
Paul M. Angell Family Foundation ★
Aramco Services Company ★
CoBank
Naomi & Nehemiah Cohen Foundation ★
John E. Fowler Memorial Foundation ★
The Morningstar Foundation ★
Office of the Attorney General for the District of Columbia ★
Bill Pugh and Lisa Orange ★
Raytheon Technologies ★

Bruce and Lori Laitman Rosenblum ★
Safeway Foundation ★
Seattle Foundation ★
Claudia and Peter Sherman ★ ★ ★
Carol and Douglas Steenland ★ ★ ★
Target ★
U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) ★
World Bank Community Connections Campaign ★

$50,000 – $99,999
AARP Foundation ★
Bank of America ★
Morris and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation ★★
CareFirst BlueCross BlueShield ★
Jack R. Anderson Foundation ★
JP Morgan Chase ★
Anne Melvin and David Sullivan ★★
PepsiCo Foundation ★
Prince Charitable Trusts ★
ReFED ★
The Richard E. and Nancy P. Marriott Foundation ★
Share Our Strength ★
Sodexo Stop Hunger Foundation ★
Starbucks Foundation ★
Temasek International ★
United Way of the National Capital Area ★
Whitman-Yates Family Fund ★
Whole Foods Market ★

(continued)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Range</th>
<th>Donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| $25,000 – $49,999 | ARAMARK  
The William S. Abell Foundation  
Arcana Foundation  
The Bergstrom Foundation  
The Bernard and Anne Spitzer Charitable Trust  
Bloomberg  
Carhart Charitable Gift Fund  
Clark Construction Group  
David Cohen and Craig Benson  
The Commonwealth Fund  
The Community Partnership for the Prevention of Homelessness  
Cora and John H. Davis Foundation  
The DECK Foundation  
DC Department of Housing and Community Development  
WASHINGTON, D.C.  
The Commonwealth Fund  
The Bernard and Anne Spitzer Charitable Trust  
Sandy and Miriam Ain  
$10,000 – $24,999  
Clara and Doug Berenson  
Aviv Foundation  
James and Gillian Athey  
Richard and Susan Anderson  
Alfred Street Baptist Church  
Alice Shaver Foundation  
Richard and Susan Anderson  
James and Gillian Athey  
The Avascent Group  
Aviv Foundation  
Carol and Doug Berenson  
John and Tonya Bowers  
David Brindley  
Michael Brownrigg and Margaret Burchenal  
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck, LLP  
Burson Cohn & Wolfe  
Patrick and Aimee Butler Family Foundation  
Fotoball  
The Carter and Melissa Cafritz Charitable Trust  
Mary Chellon and Henry Richardson  
Marcia Chatelain and Mark Yapelli  
Chevron  
CoStar Group  
Donors Partners  
DC Department of Employment Services  
DC Department of Human Services (DHS)  
Nancy Ebb and Gary Ford  
Employees of Bank of America  
Employees of MasterCard  
George Wasserman Foundation  
The Aaron and Cécile Goldman Family Foundation  
Goldman Sachs Philanthropy Fund  
Judith Ann and Nancy Myrl Groves  
Kathryn and Michael Hanley  
The Hayek Family Foundation  
The Ivorybill Foundation  
Matt and Katherine Johnson  
The Keehn Family Foundation  
Martha and Paul Kolody  
Charles Koppelman and Amanda Milstein  
Land O’ Lakes  
Jacob & Charlotte Lehrman Foundation  
Local Initiatives Support Corporation (LISC)  
mars Foundation  
McGuinn Family Foundation  
Herbert and Patrice Miller  
Jonathan Weinman  
Morrisette Family Foundation  
Namaha Foundation  
Nardello & Co  
National Real Estate Advisors  
New York Community Trust  
The Norton Foundation  
Stephen Palder and Leslie Crawford  
Aaron and Elise Pas  
Paul Weiss Rifkind Wharton & Garrison, LLP  
William Perry  
Charles and Shari Pfleeger  
Mari-Anne Pisani  
P&HAndrew Foundation  
Real Living at Home  
The Reba A. Will Foundation  
The RMN Family Foundation  
Rock Creek Central  
Michael Royer  
Salesforce  
Mark and Kristine Schnarr  
Bob and Josefa Scholz  
Paul and Nicole Sheehy  
Sheldon and Audrey Katz Foundation  
David Sobel and Elizabeth Critchley  
Marguerite Rawdon Smith  
Sterne Kessler Goldstein Fox, PLLC |
| Joe Sternlieb and Linda Singer  
Stone Soup Foundation  
Kevin and Martha Tansey  
TD Bank  
Tiny Jewell Box  
The Turk Family Foundation of the Jewish Community Foundation  
United Way  
Walter A. Bloedorn Foundation  
Walter Brownley Trust  
Washington Nationals Philanthropies  
Whispering Bells Foundation  
Wild Thyme  
Dorothy and Kenneth Woodcock  
Eric and Kathryn Zimmerman  
Dorothy Zolandz  |
| $5,000 – $9,999  
Tony and Julia Albrecht  
America’s Essential Hospitals  
Karena and Kai Anderson  
Amenabad Foundation  
Paul and Mary Auel  
Trina and Gary Bachtan  
Backyard Bountiful  
Thomas and Holly Baker  
Paul Baribeau  
Medea Benjamin  
Tamra and Ken Bentsen  
The Betty and Wes Foster Family Foundation  
Margot and Mark Bisnow  
Heidi and Charles Brock  
The Bucly Fund of Federal Lodge No. 1  
Business Roundtable  
The Capital Riverfront Business Improvement District  
Cory and Rachel Capps  
The Kristina and William Catto Foundation  
Cecchi Family Foundation  
Gail Chambers  
Rakesh Chilakapati  
Paul Clark and Debbie Myers  
Clif Family Foundation  
Sylvan C. Coleman Trust  
Edward and Christine Connor  
Corina Higginson Trust  
Stefan Cottis  
Christopher Cottle  
Laura and Bob Collier  
County Convicts  
Sylvan C. Coleman Trust  
Rakesh Chilakapati  
Paul Clark and Debbie Myers  
Clif Family Foundation  
Sylvan C. Coleman Trust  
Edward and Christine Connor  
Corina Higginson Trust  
Stefan Cottis  
Christopher Cottle  
Laura and Bob Collier  
County Convicts  |
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| | (continued) |
DONORS (cont.)

$5,000 – $9,999 (CONT.)
- Sacha Wealth Advisors
- Scheidel Foundation
- Connor Shaw and Rachel Clark
- David and Louise Simone
- William Singleton
- The Joseph and Deidre Smalow
- Philanthropy Fund
- Robert Stack
- Anne Taylor and Joe James
- Temple Sinai
- The TJX Foundation
- Michael Torrey
- Toyota Motor North America
- Truxton Creative
- Sarah and Randy Tyree
- Tyson Foods
- United Bank
- Kate and Brad Vogt
- Weissberg Foundation
- Thomas and Marisel Wilbur
- Kurt Wimmer
- Marjorie Winelberg
- Women’s Energy Network - Washington DC Chapter
- Jeffrey and Meredith Yentis
- Harold and Nancy Zirklin

$2,500 – $4,999
- Sue Abastos
- Eddie Abramson
- Acme Paper
- Cina Adam
- AFCE Local 12, AFL-CIO
- American Forest & Paper Association
- Michael Alford
- Birnyn Appelbaum
- Gregory and Lisa Baker
- The Henry C. and Karin J. Barkhorn Foundation
- Bart & Associates
- Megan Bartley
- Bates White Economic Consulting
- Baxt Family Foundation
- Kristin Bear
- Mike Bear
- Lee and Nathaniel Beers
- Warren and Amy Belasco
- Aaro Jean Bell
- Rowland E. and Patricia Bell
- John and Janice Belz
- Bethesda Chevy Chase High School
- Tom Bridge
- Bright Funds Foundation
- The Norman and Florence Brody Foundation
- Stacy Brustin and Jeffrey Gutman
- Nancy Buc
- Bill Burgess
- Gregory and Julianna Caplan
- Marlis Carson
- Censeo Consulting Group
- Amy Chen
- Mike and Julie Clatti
- Citrix Systems
- Mary Clark and Craig Schaffer
- Daniel Cohen
- Don and Roz Cohen
- Amanda So Crowley
- Ronald and Jessica Dabrowski
- Mark and Kathy Dedrick
- Marcus and Linda Delk
- Graham Dewey
- Lisa Dubois and Phil Headley
- Judith Edstrom
- Douglas Emhoff
- Employees of Bloomberg
- Power Energies Clean Infrastructure
- Steven Epstein
- ETD Fund
- Marc and Anne Feinberg
- First Citizens Bank
- Allison Foley
- Fortress Investment Group
- Stephanie Foeber
- Geoffrey Gari
- Glennie/Nottage Charitable
- Sander Glick and Laura Pencuff
- John Gomperts and Katherine Klein
- Tamar and Marshal Cranor
- Lisa and Tom Greaves
- Russell Green
- Lawrence and Beth Greenberg
- Brenda Gruss
- Sara Guthrie
- Guzzetta Manville Giving Fund
- The Haase Family Fund
- David Hall
- Mary Hallisy
- Peggy Heim
- Constance Heller
- The Colin and Francsica Thomas Helmer Charitable Fund
- Alexandra Hemmings
- Herson - Stirman Family Foundation
- Richard and Sarah Hollington
- Sari Hornstein
- Timothy and Debra Howard
- Brenda Huneycutt and Smith
- Brittingham
- Husch Blackwell LLP
- Joe Higdon and Ellen Sudow Fund of the Community Foundation for the National Capital Region
- Carrie Johnson
- Jamer and Nancy Johnson
- Ryland and Tracey Johnson
- Glenn and Kathleen Katz
- Erin Kaufman and Matthew Reisig
- Mark and Anne Kennedy
- David and Lucy Kurtzer-Ellenbogen
- Tara and Todd LaPorte
- Andrew Lack
- Mary Laschober and Steven Honegger
- Christopher Le Mon and Rachel Taylor
- Beth Leonard
- Charles and Margaret Levin Family Foundation
- May Liang and James Lintott
- Tamielea Lockley
- L&M Policy Research
- Steven and Janet Magel
- MainSpring
- Timothy Manatt
- Forbes and Sara Maner
- Edward Mann and Annie Kanie
- Mass Commodities
- Betsy McDaniel and Philippe Briandet
- McDermott Will & Emery Charitable Foundation
- The McGreevy Murphy Family Fund
- Thomas and Marren Meehan
- Kate Meenan-Waugh
- Jeffrey Menick
- The Merck Foundation
- Robert and Catherine Miller
- David and Nicole Mitchell
- Monumental Sports and Entertainment (MSE) Foundation
- Morgan Grace Milburn
- Paul Miller
- Steven Miller and Louise Ann Craner
- Margaret Mooney
- Mary Beth Manion Morell
- The Motley Fool
- TK Mukherjee
- James Murphy and Shannon Morse
- Ellen and Jim Myerberg
- National Institute for Health Care Management (NIHCM)
- Nolan Family Charitable Foundation
- William O’Connor
- Otto-Whalley Family Foundation
- Linda Parish
- Kelly Paul
- Scott Pearson and Diana Farrell
- Barksdale and Jennifer Penick
- Percival Stern Family Foundation
- Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman LLP
- Pizzano Contractors
- Posner-Wallace Foundation
- Susan Richardson
- Rosenthal Companies
- The S. Decker and Sherron Anstrom Family Foundation
- Janet Kane Scapin
- Paul Schipper and Denise Bruner
- Edwin and Sondra Schonfeld
- Ari Schwartz
- Michael Seidman and Judith Mazo
- Bangalore and Anupama Shivacharan
- Daniel and Carolyn Shore
- Andrea Short
- Elizabeth Shortino
- Maria Shreick
- Signature Estate & Investment Advisors (SEIA)
- Daniel Simon
- Mike Singh
- Ronald Stern and Elisse Walter
- Robert and Mary Stoddard
- TCG
- Paul Tetreault
- Anne and Jack Thompson
- Elizabeth and Gary Thompson
- Willard Tom and Natalie Lichtenstein
- USI Insurance Services
- Sarah Wade and Richard Rosenzweig
- Lane Whitehead
- Jack Wilson
- Winky Foundation

$1,000 – $2,499
- Accenture
- Air Disbursement
- Allen & Overy
- Martin and Marcia Allen
- Clement C. and Sandra K. Alpert
- Philanthropic Fund
- William and Sunny Alsup
- American Beverage Association
- American Psychological Association
- The Andrew Agency
- Ari Appel and Sara Schoen
- Artist Collective
- Association for Accessible Medicines
- Association Bridge
- Neil and Laura Bacchus
- Gregory Baer and Shirley Sagawa
- Rebecca Bagdasarian
- David Balton
- April Barbour
- Mary Barcella
- Carole Ann Barth and James Zepp
- Ellen and Ray Battistelli
- Thomas and Barbara Beck
- Sharon Bell
- Victoria Bell
- Don and Debbie Bender
- David Bergman
- Aaron Berman
- Alan Berube and Cristina Boccuti
- Upin Bhatti
- Eric Blinn
- Wolf and Lynn Blitzer
- Martin and Daniel Bondy
- Paul and Barbara Bower
- Amy Bowser
- Elizabeth Brantley
- Frances Brennan
- David Brewster and Linda Ayres
- Brinkman Jacobs Family Fund
- Marilyn and David Brockway
- Susan Brophy
- Ross Brown
- Mark Bryant
- Thomas Bucco
- Edward Buckley
- Theodore Burmeister
- Annie Bums and John Monahan
- Virginia Burton
- Kevin Bush and Leigh-Golding
- DeSantis
- Sandra Butler
- David Cade
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James Campbell and Nancy Hooff
Mike Cannady
Capitol Hill Day School
Courtney Carlson
Bruce and Mary Carlson
The Carlyle Group
Mary Carpenter
Ian Carroll and Amy McNally
Patricia Casano
Daragh Cassidy
Tait Chamberlain
Dr. Elaine Chang
Daniel Charles and Brigid McCarthy
Helen Chason
Richard Chew
Edward Chung
Lindsay Coates and David Ruffin III
Edward Cohen and Charlene
Barshespy
William Cohen
Bettey and Wayne Coil
Mary Conways and Dennis Houlihan
Ann and David Cook
Steve Cope and Cornelia Sweezy
Waylon Coy
Fred Clark
Clutch Co
The Manny and Rachel Cohen Foundation
Margaret Crawford
Leslie Crawford
Catherine Cullen
Albert Cytryn
The Dagle-Stuebner Fund
Delilah Fish and Daniel Danello
Judy Danish and Miles Greenbaum
Kathleen David
Jane and Kevin Davis
Porter and Lisa Dawson
DC Credits
Caroline and Jon Decker
Scott and Sapna Delacourt
Grace and Chip Denman
David DeRamus and Rosemary Regis
Emily DeRocco
Salil Deshpande
Dwight Dickinson and Lisanne Crowley
Eli Dickinson and Kat Zambon
Ron Daimer
Doll Family Foundation
Simon Donovan
Benjamin Dooley
Melanie Dorsey
William Drake
Helen Dubois
Ronald Dunn
Nicholls Dyer
Eberhard Kuffner Fund
Jennifer Eddy
Margaret Ehr
Sarah Eian
Fitzhugh Elder
Samuel Elkin
Brian Ellsworth
Steve Elmendorf
Ezekiel Emanuel
Susan Emmer
Employees of IBM
Glenn and Michelle Engemann
Anthony and Karen Epstein
Mary Esslinger
Matthew Evonick
Exelon Corporation
Ellen Eyster
Doron and Kelly Ezickson
Eric Fanning
Chris Farris
Federal Schedules
Feed The Falk
James K. Ferguson Foundation
Robert Firestone
Elaine Fitch
Five-String Charitable Funds
Karen and David Fleischer
Michael Fiesler and Christine Derwin
Flora Card Protective Fund
David Florek
Foundation of Food Processing Suppliers Association
The Four Lanes Trust
The Frank and Marta Jager Foundation Fundacion Diamon
Reva Frankel
Jon Fraser and Julia Walther
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP
Jeffrey Frey
Daniel Frisch and Alice Makl
Alice and Harvey Galper
Susan Garber
Sandra Gaston
Laura Gerhardt
A.R. Giancola
Pamela Gilbert
Nathalie Gilfoyle
John Gillespie and Anne Rubin
Joe Gitchell
James Glassman
Ian Glazer
Nathaneal Goldberg and Genevieve Melford
Allison Goldman
William and Linda Goldman
Michael Goldberg and Jennifer Rapport
Dan Goodman
Waverly Gordon
The Samuel and Grace Corkill Foundation
Robyn Gougelet
Government Blueprint
Melissa Gragert
Greater Shaw Community Seth Green
Laura and Kevin Greene
Kristen Grimm
David Grober-Morrow
Stephanie and Shawns Grosser
Edward Grossman and

Rolochelle Stanfield
Paige Grzelak
Robert Guidos
John Gunn and Mike Holloway
Sarah Guy
Daniel Haas
Barry Halpern and Julie Davidson
The Hamilton
The Hanley Foundation
Dr. Judith Hanlon and Wayne Proudfoot
Heidi Harper
David Hart
Jonathan Hart
Hashmi Family Charitable Fund
Craig and Janet Hayman
Jay Heaver
Hilary Heinziger
Ricki and Michael Helfer
Stacy Hennessey
Catherine Hirsch and Jimmy White
Nancy Hirschhorn
Hodgson Family Foundation
Glen and Lauren Howard
The Katherine Lindsay Howell Fund
Michelle Hsu
Korin Hudson Fabian
David and Nagwa Hultquist
Paula Hummel
Michael Hunseder
Hyman, Phelps, & McNamara, P.C.
IT Cadre
Wendy Jacobson and Bill Smeee
Kenneth and Deborah Jaffe
Chuck and Mary Beth James
Lily Janes
Andy Jeffrey
Michael Jennson
Jewish Community Federation & Endowment Fund
Ann Jimerson
Frank and Nancy Johnston
The Joel Family Fund
Eric Johnson
Susan Johnson
Stephanie Jones
William Jones
Karen Kafer
Nicholas Kahl
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan of the Mid-Atlantic States
Gary Kalman
Allison Kapsen
Claude and Linda Kasper
Judy and Bill Karas
Irene and Lou Katz
Sandra Kavanagh
Robert and Judith Kellogg
Deborah Kelso
Raymond Kemp
Harris and Eliza Kempner Fund
Paul Kenefick
Charles Keens and Marilyn Rauber
Justin Keyes

Kforce
Marisa Kirk-Epstein
Kenneth Kirton
Laurence Klein
Jeff Kline and Maria Bothwell
Ruth M. Knight Foundation
Michael and Tovah Koplow
Katharine Kravetz
Noah Kristula-Jareen
Kathleen Kruse
Eric and Karen Kuwana
Lafer Family Foundation
Richard LaFleur
Ben Lamont
Karen Larson
William Larson
Jones Lang LaSalle
John and Cynthia Latham
Holam Lau
Jessica Leas
Theodore LeCompte
Mark Lee and Neha Mehta
Samuel Lehman
Kathleen and Kenneth Lemenm
Margaret Lenzer
Elissa Leonard
Debra Kline Leslie
Robert Liberatore and Debra Kraft
Griffith Lindsay
The Little Fund That Could
Lorna Gross Interiors Design
Johann and Jeremiah Lowin
Jim and Thelma Lutzeiewer
Merrill Lynch
Michael Madnick
Thomas Malloy
Kristie Malley
Suresh Mallikaarjun
Vicky Marchand
Fitzgerald Mark
Heidi Markowitz and Steven Stern
Helaine and Ronald Mario
David and Sally Marsi
Jane Marsi
Lynn and Rich Matheny
Lynn Matrisian
Deborah Matsies
Eugene and Laura Mazzan
James McCarthy
The McGregor Foundation
David McCormick
Gregg McCrory
John McIntyre
Philip and Barbara Mead
Sapna Mehta
The Melamed Foundation
Rebecca Middleton
Nancy Miller
Lisa Miller-Carpenter
Gerrish Milliken Foundation
Ethel Mitchell
Modjeski and Masters
Radhika Mohan and Lionel Lynch
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Jessica Morton
Oliver Muller and Molly Young
Pamela and Byrne Murphy
John Murray
Brian and Margaret Murtagh
Ellen Myer
Suzanne and John Nails
Denise Nany and Chris Kelly
Mark Nelson and Dina Mehta
Jeremy Newman
Danny Nguyen
North American Association for Environment Education
Northern Virginia Family Medicine
Norton Life Lock
Belinda Notz
Terry Nussbaumer
Kathryn Oberholzer
Craig O’Brien
Ann O’Connor and Kent Cooper
Of Place
Diana Ohlbaum
Erik and Lisa Oksala
Theresa O’Leary
Oppenheimer-Neale Giving Account
Suzanne Ortega
Oxford Asset Management
Pactolus
Melinda Pagliarello
Erin Palmer
Mary Jo and Richard Pannina
Daniel Penchina and Donald Hoppert
Mary Pendergast
Rick Peters
New Charitable Trusts
Thomas Philip
Lynne Pickard
The PIMCO Foundation
Shari Pine
Benedicto
Laurence Platt and Elizabeth Herington
Jeffrey Poulin
Susan and Ken Powell
Power of 10 Initiative
Caroline Powers
Prefect Technologies
Elissa Preheim
Patricia Pride
The Jerold J. and Marjorie N. Principato Foundation
Jean Pruitt
Mary Purcell
Quorum Analytics
Claudia Raffman
Michelle Rago
ASA
The Ravenal Foundation
Kenny Reff
Jeff Reiser
Julia Rhodes
Sarah and Paul Rindfleisch
Sam Roberson and Edward Buckley

Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
Matthew Roberts
Carol Robinson
The Henry and Susan Rose Family
Donna Rosen
Deborah Rosenblum
Daniel Rosenthal
The Rothkopf Charitable Fund
The RoyChines Better World Fund
Tim and Betsey Royston
Gabriela and Amalia Rubin
Christine Rudisill
Matthew Rutland
Saints Peter and Paul Antiochian Christian Church
St. Katherines Ladies Philoptochos Society
Michael Sager
Martina Sahre
Steven Salop and Judith Gelman
Samuel A. Ramirez & Co.
Sam and Amanda Leiter
Jennie Schatz
Andrew and Diane Schiff
Albert and Lillian Small Foundation
Alexander and Tillie Speyer
Jean Schiro-Zavella and Vance Zavella
Steven Schlein
Diana Schönfeld
Laura Schönfeld
Eric Schultz
Stephan Schwartz
Blayne Scolfield
Ellen Scully
Tara Scully
SEIU Local 500 members at Oxfam America
Jed-Angeolo Segovia
Michael and Renita Seldowitz
Caryn and Gary Seligman
Alex Shapero and Orly Halpern
Celia Shapiro and Douglas Kameron
Rita Shapiro and Edward Maclary
Philip Sharp
Clinton and Laurie Shatzer
John Shore
Andrew Shorr
Sidra - Madison Office Building
Gail Siddle
Peter Siegwald and Susan Clyde
Joseph Sifer
Jeffrey Silverstone
Sanjay and Kuntal Singh
Sara and Manish Singla
Slalom Consulting
Scott and Phyllis Slesinger
Solidarity Masks
David Smith
Julia and Peter Smith
Laura Smith
Lisa and Chris Smith
Mary Sankar
Tara Smith
Rachel Snyder
Somerst Development Company
Girardeau Spann
Mark and Lynn Spates
Gary Spier Fund
Alisa Stacy
William and Adwoa Steel Charitable Fund
Ann Steinem and Jeffrey Hart
David Stern
Rick Stewart
Bradley and Susan Stillman
Jack and Laura Summer
Wayne and P. Shawn
TwinLogic Strategies
Thomas Strikwerda and Donna Stienstra
Jay Sushalsky and Noreen Marcus
Matthew Tanelian
Dan Tate
Barbara Tatge
Mark and Marilyn Tenenbaum
Terris, Pravik & Arion, LLP
Robert Theobald
Charlie Thomas
Tori Thomas
Matthew Traynor
John Treanor
Katherine Trefz
Tremendousness
Stefan and Marilyn Tucker
Misty Tyree
Jon Underdahl-Peirce
Sarah Underwood
United Way of Central Maryland
Daniel Van Camp
Alison Vandenburg
Rasmi Varma
Kirk Victor
K.N. Vinod
Philip Vladeck
Penelope Wagener
Gail Waller
Beth Waters
Joanne Waters
Judith Waters
Carla Weaver
Stephen and Mary Ellen Weber
Steven and Caryn Wechsler
Nathan Weishair
Helene Weisz
Wells Fargo Foundation
Thomas and Barbara Wells
Tommy Wellman
Gregory Werner
Pamela Wessling
The Westling Family Fund
The W. O’Neil Foundation

$25,000 AND ABOVE

Seattle Foundation
Carol and Douglas Steenland
F. Chapman and Grace Taylor

$100,000 – $249,999

CoBank
Safeway Foundation

$50,000 – $99,999

Paul M. Angell Family Foundation
Bloomberg
Clark Construction Group
Joseph and Lynne Hornig
James Hyde
Edward and Irene Kaplan
Kay Family Foundation
Nutrition Incentive Hub
Prince Charitable Trusts
Venable Foundation
The W. O’Neil Foundation

$25,000 – $49,999

Amazon
Capital One Foundation
The Carter and Melissa Cafritz Charitable Trust
The Coldiron Family Foundation
Cora and John H. Davis Foundation
Lois & Richard England Family Foundation
The Keehn Family Foundation
Melanie Nussdorf
Park Foundation
Safeway Foundation
David Sobel and Elizabeth Critchley
Weissberg Foundation

Donors who have given $25,000 and above thus far in fiscal year 2022 (July 1, 2021 - February 1, 2022)
Thank you to our donors who wish to remain anonymous for your generous support.

Major in-kind donors
ABW Appliances
ACME Paper
American Airlines
Aramark - Capital One Arena
Beam Suntory
Bonchon
Breakthru Beverage
Capital Area Food Bank
Capital Grille
Coastal Sunbelt
Cuisine Solutions
Drink More Water
Everything But The Turkey
Franciscan Monastery Garden Guild
Fresh Farm Markets, Dupont Circle
Friends of Urban Agriculture
Georgia Peanut Commission
Imperfect Produce
International Gourmet Foods
Kvaroy Artic
La Pasta
Linh Son
Mountain Valley Spring Water
National Park Service - Rock Creek Park
Nourish Now
One Eight Distilling
Pelonkey
Premium Distributors
Real Fun DC
Ronald Reagan Building and International Trade Center
Seasons Culinary Services
Washington DC Jewish Community Center
Whole Foods Market
World Central Kitchen

Special Thanks
Oji Abbott
Brittany Anderson
José Andrés
The Anthem / I.M.P.
Appian
Maneet Chauhan
Tom Colicchio
Kelly Collis
CPR Multimedia Solutions
DC Food Policy Council
DC Food Project
Dreaming Out Loud
Events DC -- Walter E. Washington Convention Center
Kristen Kish
Benjamin Lambert
Davey Martinez and Tara Wolcott
Tommy McFly
Spike Mendelsohn
Pepe Moncayo
Mick Nardelli
Occasions Caterers
Restaurant Association of Metropolitan Washington (RAMW)
Suited for Change
Sunyside Restaurant Group
The Webster Group
Venable, LLP
Washington Nationals
World Central Kitchen
ZGF Architects
Ryan and Heather Zimmerman
Andrew Zimmern

In Loving Memory
Sarah Tyree
Bob Torray
Larry Nussdorf
Peter Siegwald
Rita Schwartz
Gail Chambers | Chair
Millennium Challenge Corporation

Mike Hollman | Treasurer
Hilton

Lisa Creamer | Secretary

Dr. Lavdena Adams Orr, MD
AmeriHealth Caritas District of Columbia

Anna Bard
Wells Fargo Bank

Darius Baxter
GOODProjects

Maggie Biscar
PepsiCo

Heidi Biggs Brock
American Forest & Paper Association

Dr. Marcia Chatelain
Georgetown University

Sarah Frimpong
Wellfound Foods

Barry James
Bank of America

Mike Klein
Costar Group, Inc.

Raquel McConnico | DC Central Kitchen
Culinary Job Training alum
The Bizzell Group

Radhika Mohan
Jair Lynch Real Estate Partners

Liz Noe
Aramark

Julie Sproesser
Restaurant Association Metropolitan
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